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ABSTRACT
Online Scientific Applications (OSA) require statistical analy-
sis of large multidimensional datasets. Towards this end,
we have designed and developed a data storage and re-
trieval system, called ProDA, which deploys wavelet trans-
form and provides fast approximate answers with progres-
sively increasing accuracy in support of the OSA queries.
ProDA employs a standard web-service infrastructure to en-
able remote users to interact with their data. These web-
services enable wavelet transformation of large multidimen-
sional datasets as well as inserting, updating, and exact, ap-
proximate and progressive querying of these datasets in the
wavelet domain. We demonstrate the features of ProDA on a
massive atmospheric dataset provided to us by NASA/JPL.

1. INTRODUCTION
Following the constant technological advancements that

provide more processing power and storage capacity, scien-
tific applications have emerged as a new field of interest for
the database community. Many Online Scientific Applica-
tions (OSA) require continuous interaction with datasets of
multidimensional nature, mainly for performing statistical
analysis. Currently, most of the OSA computations occur
at the application side increasing both the data transfer and
the client-side processing, while not exploiting process shar-
ing and result caching at the server side.

To shift some of the application side processing to the
storage server, Online Scientific Applications can seriously
benefit from the ongoing research in the OLAP systems and
the precalculation of aggregate functions for multidimen-
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sional datasets. However, there are some main differences
between OLAP and OSA. Generally speaking OSA needs
to perform more complex statistical queries on very large
multidimensional datasets; thus, a number of multivariate
statistical methods (e.g., calculation of covariance or kurto-
sis) must be supported. On top of that, the desired accuracy
varies per application, user and/or dataset and it can well
be traded-off for faster response time. It is therefore impor-
tant that all this functionality is inherently supported by
the storage subsystem, on top of which OSAs can be easily
built. We believe that our methodologies described in this
paper can contribute towards this end.

We have designed and developed a system, named ProDA
for Progressive Data Analysis, which utilizes the wavelet de-
composition of multidimensional data to achieve progres-
siveness by retrieving data based on the significance of both
query and data values. The use of the wavelet decomposi-
tion is justified by the well-known fact that the query cost is
reduced from being a function of the query size to a function
of the logarithm of the data size, which is a major benefit
especially for large range queries. Wavelet multi-resolution
property elevates this by re-distributing the energy of data
and retrieving based on the data significance for progressive
query processing. Our system, as described in this paper,
is effectively built on our previous work in query estima-
tion using wavelets [2, 4, 5] where wavelets are used as a
tool for approximate or progressive query evaluation. Using
these techniques, ProDA supports any high order polyno-
mial range-aggregate query (e.g., variance, covariance, cor-
relation, etc). We demonstrate all these features of ProDA
on a massive atmospheric dataset and a reservoir simula-
tion dataset respectively provided to us by NASA/JPL and
Chevron-Texaco.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we discuss the research underlying ProDA. We
explain the architecture of ProDA in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
The Discrete Wavelet Transformation provides a multi-

scale decomposition of data by creating “rough” and “smooth”
views of the data at different resolutions. In the simple case
of the Haar wavelets, the “smooth” view is comprised of av-
erages, whereas the “rough” view is comprised of details, or
differences. At each resolution, termed level of decomposi-
tion or scale, the averages and details are constructed by
pairwise averaging and differencing of the averages of the
previous level. We refer the reader to [?] for further discus-



sion about Wavelets.
Wavelets are often thought of as a data approximation

tool, and have been used this way for approximate range
query answering. The efficacy of this approach is highly
data dependent; it only works when the data have a concise
wavelet approximation. Furthermore the wavelet approxi-
mation is difficult to maintain. To avoid these problems, we
use wavelets to approximate incoming queries rather than
the underlying data. Note that the data set is still trans-
formed using wavelet; however, it is not approximated since
we keep all the coefficients. We are able to obtain accurate,
data-independent query approximations after a small num-
ber of I/Os by using the largest query wavelet coefficients
first. This approach naturally leads to a progressive algo-
rithm. The details of our techniques can be found in [2, 3,
4, 5]. ProDA is an implementation of these techniques and
supports the following features:

• ProDA treats all dimensions, including measure di-
mensions, symmetrically and supports range-aggregate
queries where the measure can be any polynomial in
the data dimensions (not only COUNT, SUM and AV-
ERAGE, but also VARIANCE, COVARIANCE and
more). All computations are performed entirely in the
wavelet domain.

• ProDA uses the lazy wavelet transform to achieve query
and update cost comparable to the best-known exact
techniques.

• By using the most important query wavelet coefficients
first, ProDA provides excellent approximate results
and guaranteed error bounds with very little I/O and
computational overhead, reaching low relative error far
more quickly than analogous data compression meth-
ods.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
ProDA has a 3-tier architecture. The bottom tier is the

data storage tier, which is optionally implemented either as
a DBMS (for easy data management) or as a custom file-
system (to achieve efficiency). The middle-tier is a query
processing module comprising a set of web-services devel-
oped in the Microsoft .NET framework. Finally, the top tier
consists of a web-accessible Graphical User Interface (GUI)
implemented in C#. We encourage the reader to visit the
ProDA website at [1].

3.1 Bottom tier
For this tier, we can either use any commercial DBMS

or implement our own customized file-system. Here, we de-
scribe only the first option due to the space limitation.

We chose Oracle as our relational database management
system for data storage and we modelled our multidimen-
sional data cubes using the star schema. In the star schema
design, we used a fact table to store all data wavelet coef-
ficients and a dimension table for each cube dimension to
store dimension values. Moreover, we stored properties of
all dimensions (such as dimension sizes, dimension titles, ...)
in a separate table. Finally, we maintained a cube directory
listing all cube names stored in the database. Figure 1 il-
lustrates this schema.

Filter# of DimDescriptionCube Name

Dim SizeTitleDim #

Dim ValueIndex

Wavelet CoefficientIndex

Cube Directory

Cube Header

Dimension Values

Wavelet Coefficients

Cube

…

…

Figure 1: Database Architecture

3.2 Middle tier
ProDA provides a rich set of web-serivces listed in [1].

This tier consists of four sets of web-services as follows:

• General: This set of web-services provides easy in-
teraction with wavelet decomposition for non-expert
users. For example, we can ask for the list of supported
wavelet filters and properties of each filter. By invok-
ing these web-services, we can wavelet transform or
reverse-transform a multidimensional datacube given
a specific filter name.

• Cube Maintenance: By having maintenance privi-
leges, we can insert, delete and update cubes through
this set of web-services. We have also provided an ap-
pending feature which can preserve the best synopsis
in case of facing with a data stream scenario.

• Cube Access: We can select a cube and access its
content by invoking these web-services. We can re-
trieve any cube information through this set of web-
services. Also, we can ask for the list of available cubes
and their metadata.

• Query: This set includes cursor functions, predefined
aggregate functions and polynomial aggregate func-
tions. Cursor functions are designed to track the progress
of the query operations. Many statistical range-aggregate
queries are predefined and implemented in ProDA such
as count, sum, average, variance, covariance, and cor-
relation. However, we can form any arbitrary poly-
nomial range-aggregate query by using two basic web-
services. These two web-services are PushTerm and
PushOperator, using which we can form any polyno-
mial query and submit its post-order to the system.

Example 1. Consider the case we need to re-implement
the variance function using PushTerm and PushOperator.
Variance is defined as following:

V ar(x) =

�
x2

i − (
�

xi)
2

n

The post order representation of this function is
�

x2
i ,
�

xi,
2, −, n and /. Therefore, we can submit our polynomial
query with 7 calls as shown in Figure 2.

Example 2. Consider the case we need to implement re-
gression coefficient, defined as Cov(x, y)/

�
V ar(x), using

the same operators.



// Assume dimId(x)=1
PushTerm(1,2); //

�
x2

i
PushTerm(1,1); //

�
xi

PushOperator(’**’); // 2

PushOperator(’-’); // −
PushTerm(1,0); // n
PushOperator(’/’); // /
SubmitQuery(); // submit

Figure 2: Re-implementing a Polynomial Query

We can form this function with 4 calls as shown in Fig-
ure 3, knowing the fact that V ar() and Cov() functions have
already been defined in ProDA.

// Assume dimId(x)=1 & dimId(y)=2
Cov(1,2); // cov(x, y)
Var(1); // var(x)
PushOperator(’//’); //

√
PushOperator(’/’); // /
SubmitQuery(); // submit

Figure 3: Implementing a new Polynomial Query

3.3 Top tier
A client is provided for the user to issue various range-

aggregate queries on a selection of attributes. Once a user
submits the query, the client can display the result and its
relative error, and update them periodically (e.g., every half
a second). A user can interrupt the progression at any time.

Figure 4 depicts the C# code of a sample ProDA client in
five steps. First, we create an instance of our services and
store a session state for further use. Next, we ask for the
list of available cubes. Later, we select a cube and display
its properties, e.g., we display titles of all dimensions. Next,
we specify a range and submit a query. Finally, we utilize
our cursor services to obtain the query result progressively.

// Creating an instance and storing session state
ProDAWebServices pws=new ProDAWebServices();
pws.Credentials = System.Net.CredentialCache.DefaultCredentials;
pws.CookieContainer = new CookieContainer();
// Listing all cube names
string []dbnames=pws.GetAllCubeNames();
for(int i=0;i¡dbnames.Length;i++)

Console.WriteLine(dbnames[i]);
// Selecting a cube and printing some properties
pws.SelectDB(“...”);
int n=pws.GetDimN();
for(int i=0;i¡n;i++)

Console.WriteLine(“Dim”+i+“(”+pws.GetDimTitle(i)+”)”);
// defining a range and submitting a query
int []rStart={...};
int []rEnd ={...};
pws.SetRange(rStart,rEnd);
pws.Varariance(1);
pws.SubmitQuery();
// Asking for result progressively
while(pws.HasMore())

Console.Write(”Result=”+pws.Advance(100));
pws.CloseConnection();

Figure 4: A sample code for a ProDA client for pro-
gressive querying (in C#)

3.4 Customized Client
We have developed a number of customized GUIs to pro-

vide a friendly application-specific interface for a various

application domains. In this paper we only discuss the GUI
we have built for our NASA/JPL application (see Figure 5).
Here, we are interacting with a particular dataset, namely
atmospheric temperature data provided by NASA/JPL. This
dataset is a four-dimensional datacube including latitude,
longitude, altitude and time as dimension attributes, and
temperature as the measure attribute. The corresponding
domain size for the above dimensions are 64, 128, 16, and
8192, resulting in a datacube with more than 1 billion cells.
The user can specify latitude, longitude, altitude and time
ranges, and query the temperature. The current queries
supported by our GUI are: count, sum, average, covariance,
variance, standard deviation, and correlation.

4. CONCLUSION
ProDA enables OSA to interact with massive multidimen-

sional datasets. Standard methods that rely on massive pre-
computation of aggregates are very expensive to update, and
relational methods that are easy to update often have very
slow query response. However, we have employed wavelets
to support exact, approximate and progressive statistical
range-aggregate queries on large multidimensional data-sets
while keeping update cost relatively low. We pushed most of
the application side processing to our storage system to en-
hance the overall efficiency. ProDA supports any arbitrary
polynomial query and provides progressive query answering.

Figure 5: Customized GUI to query atmospheric
temperature dataset
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